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Prosig Case Study

Understanding Brake Squeal

The customer measures noise, vibration, pressures & temperatures on
luxury performance vehicle to analyze brake squeal events. A Prosig P8020
is used to capture & analyse all significant events during a two hour road
test. Sophisticated triggering, analysis and visualization in DATS achieves
better understanding of brake squeal. Prosig was chosen after similar,
competitive systems were unable to cope with the environmental and
capture/analysis requirements.
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System consists of

P8020

The objective of the brake noise tests was to record the brake noise events of cars being
driven on various types of road and classify those events according to their type (Groan,
Creep, Squeal etc) and severity. To do this the customer needed a system capable
of working for long periods inside a vehicle in fairly tough conditions (high ambient
temperatures, rough road) that was both quick to install and to remove from the vehicle.
On previous tests a system from another supplier had turned out to be unreliable and
had failed to cope with the harsh environment. The analysis processing had also proved
tedious and time consuming due to the huge amount of data created and the degree of
manual ‘sorting’ that need to be performed.

24-bit data acquisition system

1 x P8020 Chassis
3 x 8402 4ch IEPE, Direct
1 x 8408 8ch Thermocouple
1 x 8440 CAN, GPS

DATS

Analysis software
The tests consisted of taking several vehicles on test drives lasting many hours and
repeating the tests over several days. During that time any brake noise or vibration
events from the brakes had to be captured at a high enough sample rate to be able to
fully analyze the noise later. However, to capture all of the data for every test on several
channels at a high sample rate would have created an enormous amount of data, most
of which was of no interest.
The P8000 is ideal for this because of its ‘intelligent triggering’ options. ‘Intelligent
triggers’ can be a simple amplitude level crossing on one of the transducers or a more
complex measurement such as energy in a particular frequency band. Throughout the
entire test the data for ‘slow speed’ channels, such as temperatures and pressures, is
captured at a low rate. Typically, this would be around 20 samples per second. When
an event is triggered, data is captured on the “high speed” channels (microphones and
accelerometers) for a specified period of time including a certain amount of pre-trigger
data. For instance, the user might configure the system to capture 20 seconds of data for
each event with 10 seconds of “pre-trigger” resulting in 30 seconds of data for each event
captured. The pre-trigger period captures the data leading up to an event that might be
relevant to understanding the detected noise.

1 x DATS Toolbox software
1 x DATS NVH Analysis software

All the captured events have a time base that reflects the time into the test. In this way,
individual events can be overlaid with the slow speed data so that noise events can be
viewed against temperatures and other data.
The worksheet and script automation in DATS can then be use to automatically analyse
the captured data from many vehicles to produce daily and ongoing Excel based reports.
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